Beatrice Gerling Offers Studio

Word has been received that Beatrice Gerling has opened a studio of speech and drama in Amsterdam, and announcement has been made that Miss Gerling will be reserved for her outstanding interpretation in "Red Harvest," "Congo Song," and other Little Theatre dramatic presentations.

Miss Gerling is well equipped for her work, and we feel sure that the entire city of Amsterdam will have a chance of hearing Miss Gerling perform at the public speaking and dramatic readings that are to be held in her studio.

Osborne and Houston

To Star In Comedy

Tryouts for "Madame Soso," the French melodrama to be presented at the first major production of the Drama Department, were held here last week, and it is expected that a fine production will be taken in presentation of the popular French play. Since the cast of characters is so lengthy, we shall price only those are cast in the featured roles.

Madame Soso
Sarah Osborne
Proussa Houston
Grace Mary Cogo
Miss Stein
Princess Eliza
Gertrude Brown
Alice McDermott

WILLIAM CONNELL
Luther Marion
Perry Washington
Michael Fussell
Evelyn Lefebvre
Lauren Leffingwell
Joseph Short

PARVA SE APTA

Are you current in your work? Is your college career a serious business or is it a four years' vacation at the exorbitant cost?

What a pity that deserving yet serious minded, earnest workers who, for their combined Junior Varsity and Senior Varsity, have been working very hard with his man, and if given the opportunity to show the world why they are doing their best, will be able to show the benefits of their expertise.

Following are some of the new rules which may be helpful to especially:

1. Forward Pass: (a) No penalty will be assessed if the football is not touched by the接受者.

2. TECHNICAL BAND TO PLAY IN ELMIRA

The Concert Band of Ithaca College will make its first appearance in its new studio on Monday night, September 28, under the direction of Mr. Sampaix.

The program which will be under the direction of Mr. Sampaix and Mafia, will feature the following numbers:

- Mlle. Colette - O'Neill
- Madame Desantes - Dumas
- "De l'air de la Volante" - Windham
- "The Marriage of Figaro" - Mozart
- "La femmme de Marion" - Malagosan (from Boabdil)

Football Varsity Meets Vermont Within 2 Weeks

With two weeks to go before the Vermont game, the football squad is fashioning its wrestling team under the watchful eye of Coach Freeman. Daily scrimmages are being held, and the members of the squad will be divided into two teams, which will be the schedule from now on.

University of Vermont will have the advantage of last week's New York series, which has been brought into the competition. The entire department, with local audiences, will return for the Vermont game, and it is expected that every student in the division of the foremost American chamber music will be in attendance.

The formal dance, Glenn Brown and his orchestra furnished a thrilling performance on Saturday night, which was the hit of the evening. It was the result of the sub­ traction of the audience and the addition of two very few fiddles. And to Gur­ dial, Olga, and the University of Vermont student, who drowned the sweet harmony of a competent band.

The success of both functions may be credited to the persons in charge, the Junior Auxiliary, and Miss Wilson, for the Faculty Men present.

The program chosen was one of Liszt, consisting of great compositions, including the best of the world.
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**CORNELL ANNOUNCES**

CORNELL PRESENTS

**THE SCIENCE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION**

A Series of Four Lectures

March 31, April 7, 14, 21

In the Hedges Auditorium

**BUST BELL SERIES**

**season ticket for the three concerts in the Willard Straight series; a re­**

tickets for both series is conducted at

320 Wait Avenue, and begins on the

first day of registration.

**BASTION ORCHESTRA**

Conducted by Mr. Van Patten

Saturday, March 31

Hans Huber, conductor

March 31, April 7, 14, 21

In the Hedges Auditorium

**BAILEY HALL SERIES**

**First National Bank**

At State and Tioga

Invites your Banking Business to

**Balcony and Grandstand 10-10c**

The Corner Bookstore

**Established 1868**

**Rothschild's**

60 Complete Departments

**THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK**

At State and Tioga

Invites Your Banking Business

MAKE SNAPSHOTs

AT NIGHT INDOORS

Easy now with Eastman's re­markable panchromatic film, and
two ever timely combinations:

Circular of instruction free

HEADS CAMERa STORE

109 N. Aurora St.

Photo Supplies - Photo Finishing

**THE Corner Bookstore**

**RETAILERS**

**Established 1868**

**Ithaca Savings Bank**

Tioga Street — Corner Seneca

**UNIVERSITY CONCERTS**

**BAILEY HALL SERIES**

Detroit Symphony Orchestra

Elisabeth Schumann, Soprano

Gregor Pstigorsky, Cellist

Arthur Snehuel, Pianist

Season Prices: $3.20 — $4.50 — $6.90 — $8.00

40c: reduction to University and College students. Old sub­scribers forfeit right to last year's seats after October 9th. New subscriptions filled in order of their receipt.

**WILLARD STRAIGHT SERIES**

**Glassenbloom String Quartet**

Kenkel Sextet

Budapest String Quartet

Season Prices: $3.00 — $3.75 — $4.50

50c: reduction to University and College students. Note new scale of prices. All subscriptions filled in order of their receipt.

**ALL tickets and complete information at**

Music Department, Cornell University

Phone 3311-Ext. 1853

**Rothschild's Introduces**

Manhattan Shirts

1.95

We are happy to be able to offer you the expert tailoring and
dress design of these superior shirts. Five-shrink

blanket vests, made in plain white and blue and woven

madras in British stripes, both in collar attached style. Printed patterns in collar

hand style with 2 matching collars. Sizes 14 to 17.

**MEN'S SHOP**—Just Inside the Door
Ithaca: October 5, 1934

The breeze whispering in his ear.

of the breeze whispering in his ear.
Paul heard nothing. His thoughts were playing some sort of a game. No one noticed Paul and Paul noticed no one.

"That pity it would be to be taken away from this," Paul thought. "I want to live very much. It wouldn't be carrying trays all my life. Perhaps I'll get something better soon. At any rate, right now I want to live. Perhaps I shall hear from the publisher."

He balanced himself on one foot as he pulled a nail from the sole of the other. "Damn me, that hurt. People should sweep their walks. My own foot.

the right cheek to the left. "Blood poisoning

Ithaca: October 5, 1934

Paul was approaching his rooming house, when of a sudden, he felt a sharp pain in the bottom of his boot.

A sharp pain in the bottom of his boot.

He soon forgot the nail incident as he stood on the porch of his "home",

Ripe home-grown tobaccos

We begin with the right kinds of mild ripe Domestic tobaccos. Then we age and mellow them like rare wines for flavor and taste.

Aromatic Turkish tobaccos

Next we add just the right kinds and the right amounts of Turkish tobaccos to give Chesterfield the "seasoning" that helps to make them taste better.

Blended and cross-blended

Finally we "weld" these tobaccos together the Chesterfield way—different from any other—to make Chesterfield a milder better-tasting cigarette.

On the air—

MONDAY WEDNESDAY SATURDAY
ROSA NINO CRETE
FONSELLA MARTINI STEECDOLD
KONTZIANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P.M. (E.S.T.)—COLUMBIA NETWORK

It takes good things to make good things ... there is no substitute for mild ripe tobacco.

PAUL ROBERTS

Continued from page three
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